
Size 4
14.88 MM

Size 5
15.70 MM

Size 6
16.51 MM

Size 7
17.32 MM

Size 8
18.14 MM

Size 9
18.95 MM

Size 10
19.76 MM

Size 11
20.57 MM

Size 12
21.39 MM

Size 13
22.40 MM

Size 14
23.00 MM

We are always open when it comes to returning or replacing Maui Rings. 

We will assist you as we currently do with this Maui Printable PDF Ring Size Guide.

Maui Ruler Test:
1.   Print Maui Ring Sizer Ruler below.

2.   Now carefully cut it.

3.   Create a small slit on the mark labeled “Your Size”.

4.   Put the pointed end into the slit so that a circle is created.

5.   MEASURE: Place the circle around your finger and tighten the ruler around it.

6.   DEFINE: The number line located at the “Your size” slit is the proper ring size.

7.   Free tip: If you get someone for help, the whole process will be much easier for you.

Wrap it SNUGLY around your finger 
for an accurate measurement! 
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Strip of paper test:
1.   CUT: Cut a thin strip of paper, string or a ribbon with scissors.

2.   PREPARE: Place the strip around your finger. Mark the intersection at both ends 

      of the paper strip with a pen.

3.   Free tip: Don’t wrap the strip of paper or the ribbon too tight around your finger.

4.   MEASURE: Take a ruler and measure the centimeters you get.

5.   COMPARE: Compare the result with our size chart.

6.   Free tip: If you get someone for help, the whole process will be much easier for you.

Bonus Maui Ring Test:
1.   Print Maui Chart of ring size circles.

2.   Find your favorite or your loved one favorite ring.

3.   MEASURE: Place the ring on the circles until you reach your size.

4.   DEFINE: The match that perfectly fit is your proper ring size.

5.   Free tip: Save the chart for future measurements.

6.   Free tip: If the ring falls between two sizes, order the smaller size.

For accuracy, please ensure that PDF is printed at 100%.
RING SIZER


